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Resumo

Appia is a protocol composition and execution framework that aims at simplifying

the design, implementation, and con�guration of communication protocols. In this

paper, we report our experience in applying Appia to build adaptive communication

systems. The insights gained with the experience have lead us to build a new version

of the framework, called R-Appia, that includes a signi�cant number of features aimed

at supporting the dynamic recon�guration of communication protocols. This paper

describes and discusses the new functionality of this framework.

1 Introduction

Distributed applications rely on communication services, typically implemented by protocol
stacks. A simple example of such a stack is given by the use of TCP over IP, and some
data link protocol (e.g. Ethernet). Today, it is easy to �nd applications that can operate on
top of multiple stacks (e.g. simultaneously use both UDP and TCP) or that require stacks
far more complex. For instance, fault-tolerant applications often use group communication
stacks which include many di�erent agreement and ordering protocols [5].

Protocol composition and execution frameworks aim at simplifying the design, imple-
mentation, and con�guration of communication protocols. One of the main goals of such
frameworks is to promote the design of communication services in a modular way, by encou-
raging communication functionality fragmentation in di�erent modules, allowing them to be
composed in di�erent ways. As a result, the designer has the opportunity to compose proto-
col stacks that exactly match the application needs. In runtime, the framework's execution
environment supports the exchange of data and control information between modules, pro-
viding a number of auxiliary services, such as timer management. Some relevant protocol
composition frameworks are Consul [14], Cactus [6], Horus [17], Ensemble [16], Appia [13],
and Mena et al [12].

There exists a growing class of systems that require adaptive communication services,
i.e., communicating services that are able to adapt their behavior in reaction to changes
in the environment. In dynamic settings, both the application goals and the operational
envelope of a communication service (e.g., node availability, transmission error rate, avai-
lable bandwidth) may change in runtime. Therefore, at any moment, the current protocol
composition may become inadequate, and the system needs to be recon�gured to use a more
suitable protocol composition.

The contribution of this paper is the identi�cation of a set of features, typically not
provided by existing protocol composition frameworks, that are key to support the dynamic
recon�guration of protocol compositions. The work described here was based on our expe-
rience with the development of Morpheus [15], a system designed to support policy-driven
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Figura 1: System Architecture of Morpheus

adaptation of protocol stacks that builds on Appia framework. Since Appia, as most of the
relevant protocol composition frameworks, follows a vertical protocol composition approach
and an event-driven model, the work described in this paper applies to these frameworks
in general. Thus, the components added to Appia, aimed at simplifying the construction
of adaptive communication systems, can also be added to other frameworks. Moreover, the
identi�ed key features must also be present in the frameworks aiming at adaptation. This
paper describes these components and key features, analyzing their strengths and weaknes-
ses, and the necessary changes that lead to the development of a new framework version
named R-Appia.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes Morpheus architecture.
Section 3 introduces the original Appia framework, and section 4 resumes motivation for
building R-Appia. R-Appia refactoring is described in two parts. Section 5 describes add-on
features and Section 6 resumes changes made to the original framework. Section 7 surveys
related work, and Section 8 presents paper conclusions.

2 Proposed Approach to Adaptation

This section provides a general overview of the approach to adaptation that was adopted in
Morpheus, the system that was used to experiment the suitability of the Appia framework
for supporting dynamic recon�guration.

2.1 Overview

The architecture of Morpheus is depicted in Figure 1. The system is composed by a set of
nodes that participate in a distributed multi-party application. The communication between
application entities is supported by a given protocol composition.

The goal of Morpheus is to provide support for the adaptation of this protocol com-
position through a policy-oriented approach. This is achieved as follows. In each node, a
number of context sensors acquire the information about the local context. The sensed in-
formation is delivered to a context monitor that manages and interprets it in terms of more
high-level concepts, and makes this information available to the adaptation manager. This
manager is responsible for selecting the most appropriate protocol composition to be used
in each node at any given point in time. When a recon�guration is required, the manager
also determines the recon�guration strategy to be applied, i.e., the coordination between
di�erent nodes during the recon�guration process, as well as the synchronization with the
ongoing execution of the application. In the following sections, we describe the key aspects
of Morpheus's architecture.
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2.2 Recon�guration Actions

The system assumes that the communication services are obtained through the vertical
composition of multiple protocols, i.e., a communication service is provided by a stack of
protocol layers.

The communication services in Morpheus can be adapted through the combined execu-
tion of di�erent kinds of actions: protocol parameters adaptation, exchange of the imple-
mentation of a protocol layer, and change of the protocol stack structure.

2.3 Context Monitoring

The adaptation of the communication services in use by an application relies on the sensing of
relevant contextual information elements, and on the aggregation and interpretation of these
elements. The context information may include information from di�erent sources, ranging
from user preferences to hardware characteristics of devices hosting the application [4].

Information capture is performed by context sensors, typically coupled to the relevant
software or hardware components whose state requires monitoring. For instance, in an
wireless network, the signal strength may be captured by a sensor that has access to the
network card device driver and, in a mobile device, the available battery power may be
obtained through the operating system interface.

Data capture can be performed on-demand or continuously, often in a periodic manner [1].
Sensors can also spontaneously trigger events that signal infrequent occurrences, such as the
failure of a component, or the fact that some control variable exceeded some prede�ned
threshold.

The context information elements acquired by the sensors are collected and interpreted
by the context monitor. By combining di�erent elements, the monitor generates the context
information required by the adaptation manager. For instance, the monitor may identify
high-level properties such as \system unstable" based on low-level context information such
as network error rate, connectivity information, etc.

The information produced and held by the context monitor is provided to the adaptation
manager through an interface that supports both synchronous (queries) and asynchronous
(callbacks) interactions.

2.4 Policies

The adaptation manager's decision on when and how to adapt the communication services
is determined by a set of rules expressed using a policy-speci�cation language. The policy
language used is based on Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules [11]. Each rule speci�es
the events that trigger a given adaptation, the set of conditions that must hold in order to
apply the adaptation, and the set of actions that need to be performed. In these rules, the
triggering events are tightly coupled with the events asynchronously noti�ed by the context
monitor, whereas the condition is expressed as a function of the state stored in the context
monitor (that can be queried). Finally, recon�guration actions specify how the protocol
compositions need to be changed. Each action has a scope, that determines the set of nodes
and communication channels a�ected by the recon�guration.

A detailed description of a policy-speci�cation language for the adaptation of protocol
stacks, tailored to the Appia system, can be found in [18].

2.5 Recon�guration Strategy

When the adaptation manager decides to carry out a protocol composition recon�guration,
it proceeds by sending directives to the recon�guration agents at each involved node, fol-
lowing a speci�c strategy. These directives establish the coordination of participants in the
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Orchestration Local Reconf. Mode

Zero Quiescence Uncoordinated Direct

Local Quiescence Uncoordinated Quiescence

Global Quiescence Stop-and-go Quiescence

Tabela 1: Strategy's elements

communication through a particular orchestration and also de�ne how the recon�guration
must proceed locally, at each node. The latter aspect, which we designated by local recon�-
guration mode, is concerned with: (1) placing the local protocol composition in a safe state
to perform the recon�guration (typically, a quiescent state), and (2) the management of the
local state that must survive recon�guration.

Di�erent recon�guration actions typically ask for di�erent coordination approaches. For
instance, whereas a timeout value of a failure detector protocol can be changed in several
nodes without requiring node coordination, the recon�guration of two nodes communicating
using TCP, so that they begin using UDP instead, needs to be performed in a coordinated
fashion, as communication would be impossible if one is using TCP and the other UDP.

Similarly, there are di�erent ways of proceeding with the local recon�guration of a pro-
tocol composition, with di�erent costs and applicability constraints. For instance, changing
the timeout value of a failure detector protocol in a given local protocol composition can
be performed on-the-y, whereas the replacement of the implementation of a protocol may
require to place each a�ected node in a quiescent state, and even to capture and transfer
part of the stacks's state to the new implementation.

Note also that the local recon�guration modes are, to some extent, independent of the
form of coordination adopted. More concretely, the need of reaching a quiescent state is in-
dependent of the coordination requirements. Quiescence is required in situations demanding
a strong coordination of the participants of the communication, s.a. the exchange of the
transport protocol, but also in a situation that does not require coordination. For instance,
when an implementation of a protocol is replaced by another compatible implementation
(e.g. to install a bug-�x on-the-y), it may not be necessary to synchronize the recon�gura-
tion in all nodes. In this case, each a�ected node may reach the quiescent state and perform
the recon�guration locally, without coordination with the remaining nodes.

The recon�guration strategy of Morpheus is de�ned in terms of three combinations of
di�erent orchestrations and local recon�guration modes, as shown in Table 1. Next, the
di�erent elements of Morpheus strategy are explained.

2.5.1 Uncoordinated Orchestration

The uncoordinated orchestration is used for all recon�guration actions that can be realized
through the local recon�guration of the protocol composition at each node, without requiring
coordination among nodes. Examples of recon�guration actions with this property include
changes to protocol parameters, or the addition/removal of layers that only have a local
impact (e.g., a logging layer).

This orchestration involves the following simple exchange of messages between the adap-
tation manager and the recon�guration agents. The manager sends a step-one message to
each participant. This message carries information about the changes to be performed at
the local protocol composition, as well as information about the recon�guration mode to be
used, as follows:

Direct This is the simplest and quickest mode of performing a local recon�guration of a
protocol composition. However, its applicability is quite limited, as it de�nes that it
is not necessary to reach a quiescent state nor perform any state transfer. When the
recon�guration agent receives a step-one message indicating that a direct recon�-
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guration mode must be used, it immediately sends back a done-one message to the
adaptation manager.

Quiescence This mode de�nes that the recon�guration agent starts by placing the protocol
composition in a quiescent state. In addition, it also de�nes the part of the state that
needs to be captured and transfered to the new stack con�guration. Ultimately, it may
de�ne that no state transfer is required (as happens in the direct mode). Once the
quiescent state is achieved, the recon�guration agent collects the state of the running
stack that needs to be transfered. Afterwards, it sends back a done-one message to
the adaptation manager.

The message step-one has an additional parameter step indicating whether other steps
are required before the node can proceed with the recon�guration. The messages sent in the
uncoordinated orchestration have a step's value indicating that no more steps are needed
and, hence, after sending the done-one message back to the adaptation manager, the local
recon�guration agent can recon�gure the local protocol composition independently from the
remaining nodes. Once the local recon�guration is concluded, each node sends a complete
message to the adaptation manager, and resumes communication, if the quiescence mode
was used.

2.5.2 \Stop-and-go" Orchestration

The \stop-and-go" orchestration enforces a strong coordination among all nodes involved
in the recon�guration. In this orchestration, the manager starts by sending a step-one

message to all participants. As in the uncoordinated orchestration, this message carries
information about the changes to be performed at the local protocol composition as well as
information about the recon�guration mode to be applied. However, in this case, the value
of the parameter step indicates that the node can only proceed with the recon�guration of
the local protocol composition after receiving a step-two message.

As shown in Table 1, in Morpheus this orchestration is only combined with the Quiescent
mode and, therefore, when a participant receives the step-one message it locally puts the
system in a quiescent state. This forces the communication to be temporarily interrupted.
As described before, when the participant is in a quiescent state it replies back to the
manager with a done-one message. As soon as the manager collects done-one messages
from all participants, it sends a step-two message to inform the local recon�guration agents
that they may proceed. Subsequently, each participant performs the recon�guration locally
and replies with a complete message. Finally, as soon as the manager collects complete
messages from all participants, it issues a resume command, allowing communication to
restart.

This orchestration is highly intrusive as it forces protocols to temporarily interrupt the
message ow; furthermore, the cost grows linearly with the number of participants. However,
certain adaptations, such as TCP replacement by UDP, or exchanging from insecure to secure
communication can hardly be achieved by other means.

3 The Appia Framework

In this section we provide a brief introduction to the original Appia system. Appia [13] is a
framework that supports implementation and execution of modular protocol compositions.
We have selected the Appia system to o�er runtime support to Morpheus mainly because it
has been developed \in house" but also because it has a number of features particularly well
suited for our goals. Moreover, it is available in the Java programming language, helping
rapid prototyping.
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Basic Concepts Each Appia module is a layer, i.e. a micro-protocol responsible for
providing a particular communication service. These layers are independent and can be
combined. A combination of layers constitutes a protocol stack that o�ers a given quality
of service (QoS). We use QoS in the broad sense, encompassing order, reliability, security,
etc. Once a QoS has been de�ned, by composing the appropriate layers, it is possible to
create one or more communication channels with that QoS. A channel with a given QoS is
associated with a stack of sessions: for each protocol layer there is a session responsible for
maintaining the state required for the corresponding protocols execution.

Sessions interact through the exchange of events. Events in Appia are object-oriented
data structures. The Event class has two fundamental attributes: channel and direction.
The �rst is a reference to the channel where the event will ow, and the second indicates
in which direction the event is owing along the stack. Direction can only take Up or
Down values. Note that a session just forwards an event up or down in a channel, without
having explicit knowledge of the concrete protocol that is executed above and below in the
stack. This allows the stack to be recon�gured without changing the code of each protocol.
Moreover, events can also have a Message, which carries information from one end of the
channel to the other.

Shared Sessions In Appia, two or more channels that have the same given layer may
share it, using the same session. In this case, the protocol may correlate events exchanged
in di�erent channels with the help of the state maintained by the shared session. With this
feature it is possible, for instance, to implement multiplex/demultiplex layers. In such a
case, the multiplex session may receive data from the upper channel, code it in some form
(or simply fragment it), and send distinct fragments in parallel using di�erent channels; on
the receiving end, the session would bu�er the received data from both underlying channels
until it would be able to reconstruct the original data.

Protocol Programming Model Appia enforces a methodology for programming com-
munication protocols. Each protocol is coded as a set of event handlers. The typical event
handler receives an event, adds/removes some protocol header to/from the message associ-
ated with the event, and forwards the event in the same channel. Each protocol layer has
to declare which event types it requires to process, and which type of events it creates. All
protocols receive a Init event that is automatically generated when the channel is created
and becomes ready to operate.

Note that some protocols may temporarily store events in the session state, for instance,
to forward correctly out of order received messages, or to assemble a message from di�erent
segments. Protocols that manage multiple channels, such as in the multiplexing example of
the previous section, may forward events in a channel di�erent from the one the event was
received.

AppiaXML AppiaXML is an extension of Appia that allows the runtime to dynamically
instantiate a channel based on its XML description. With AppiaXML it is possible to com-
pletely specify a protocol composition, as well as the initial values for the control parameters
that con�gure each session. This functionality is particularly useful to build adaptive sys-
tems, as it provides the practical means for loading the correct con�guration in each node.
In particular, when the adaptation manager wants to deploy a new channel on any given
node, it can send the channel con�guration over the wire as a XML description.

Appia Kernel The Appia kernel is the runtime support of the protocol composition fra-
mework. It is responsible for scheduling all events that ow in the communication channels.
It also provides other useful runtime services such as timer management. For optimized per-
formance, Appia uses the information provided by all protocol layers, regarding which events
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they process, to create an event route for each type of event that ows in a communication
channel. The route allows to deliver events only to the layers that handle them.

Appia Protocols Appia has been used to support a wide range of applications, including
multi-user object-oriented environments, distributed real-time games, collaborative mobile
applications, and database replication. These prototypes have been developed at University
of Lisbon in the context of national and international research projects, involving several
researchers and students. Therefore, a signi�cant library of protocols that can be used
with the system is available. One of the most relevant protocol sets is a reliable group
communication suite. Available group communication services include membership services,
reliable multicast services, view-synchrony, ordering services (causal and total order), among
others.

4 From Appia to R-Appia

Appia framework is appropriated for adaptation by multiple reasons. First of all, it promotes
the design of communication services as compositions of small independent protocols. Such
protocols can be combined in multiple forms, without any change in the source code, al-
lowing �ne-grained adaptation of the communication service. Secondly, it supports channel
con�guration and activation via XML speci�cations. This eases the design of the adaptation
manager, as new con�gurations can be sent to the recon�guration agents using XML strings.
Lastly, it includes a library of multiple protocols, which allowed us to build early prototypes
for adaptation with minimal coding e�ort.

Still, despite these qualities, during the development of Morpheus, we soon found out
that several elements were lacking or requiring a major revision to provide adequate support
for building adaptive systems, namely:
(1) It does not include a standard mechanism for capturing context information from running
stacks, making hard to gather elements that are part of the state of the protocol execution,
which are an important source of context information when one targets the adaptation of
the communication service. In fact, most protocols maintain control variables, such as error-
rate, round-trip time estimates, etc., that are crucial to assess which changes are necessary
to optimize the system behavior.
(2) It only supports the static composition of protocols. For performance reasons, all events
that ow in a channel carry an event-route, the set of sessions that process the event. This
feature makes hard to recon�gure a channel while events are owing in it, as it would require
to update the event route of all running events.
(3) It does not include any built-in component to coordinate the recon�guration in multiple
nodes. As seen before, this coordination is fundamental in many recon�guration scenarios
that a�ect multiple communicating participants.
(4) It does not include a standard mechanism for forcing channels to reach a quiescent
state. As discussed before, local recon�guration of the protocol composition associated with
a channel may require the communication channel to reach and temporarily remain in a
quiescent state.
(5) It does not provide adequate primitives for the management of the state that must
survive recon�guration.

The next two sections describe in detail a number of components we have developed and
a set of changes that we have performed to Appia system in order to overcome the problems
above and, in this way, obtain a framework that provides adequate support for building
adaptive communication systems.
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5 Basic R-Appia Features

In this section, we present the features that were developed as add-ons of the Appia fra-
mework, without requiring modi�cations to the Appia kernel.

5.1 Context Sensors

In order to support the capture of context information from running protocol compositions,
several components are necessary. We have designed these components and added them to
Appia, as described below.

To start with, three new event types were de�ned, namely GetValueRequest, GetValue-
Reply, and TrapIndication. The name of these events are inspired by network management
operations such as SNMP [3]. The event GetValueRequest is used to obtain information on
a speci�c variable, identi�ed by its name or a standard MIB identi�er [9]. GetValueReply
event returns the requested information. Finally, a TrapIndication event asynchronously
noti�es a change in a speci�c condition. All protocols that can be potential sources of useful
context information should declare the attributes that can be read and the noti�cations they
are able to generate.

Furthermore, we have implemented a GenericSensor layer that can be added to any
protocol stack (see Figure 3). This layer uses the Appia functionality that allows multiple
channels to share a single session. More precisely, a GenericSensor session is shared by one
control channel and multiple observed channels. In the initialization phase, the GenericSen-
sor layer receives the name of the control channel and a set of tuples; each tuple contains a
variable name and a monitoring period. After initialization, the layer operates by generating
GetValueRequest for all the requested variables with the requested intervals; this is trivially
achieved using the Appia timing services. Events GetValueRequest are injected in all obser-
ved channels. Subsequently, all GetValueReply and TrapIndication events are encapsulated
in a ContextNoti�cation event that is sent via the control channel to the context monitor.
Finally, the layer also accepts GetValueRequest events received on the control channel and
propagates them to all observed channels. Naturally, the generic sensor is only useful if the
relevant protocols in the recon�gurable channel are able to accept GetValueRequest events
and generate GetValueReply and TrapIndication events.

The reader may notice that this generic sensor layer is quite exible, as it allows: (1) to
select just at deployment time the most appropriate control channel to send context in-
formation back to the context monitor; (2) to periodically monitor any control variable of
any protocol with any monitoring period; (3) to collect and export any trap event; (4) to
perform queries on context variables on demand. This demonstrates that it is possible to
build generic components that can be used in a variety of scenarios.

It is also possible to build specialized sensors and use them together with our generic
sensor. For instance, assume that some protocol does not not provide average values on
some control variable; it provides instantaneous values instead. It would be possible to
build a sensor that would make multiple readings and send an average value back to the
context monitor. Although the average could be performed at the monitor itself, the use
of a specialized sensor such as this may save network resources by reducing the number of
signaling data that crosses the network.

5.2 Channel Recon�gurator

As we have previously noted, Appia optimizes the ow of events in a channel by pre-
computing the route of each event. The route states which sessions are visited by the
event when it transverses the channel. This optimization poses di�culties on channel re-
con�guration while events are active. Here, we present a channel recon�guration technique
that circumvents this problem by forcing the channel to reach a quiescent state, where no
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events are active. Later on, in Section 6, we discuss some modi�cations to the Appia kernel
that allowed us to address this problem in a more sophisticated way.

The devised channel recon�guration technique is partially realized by a local component
called the channel recon�gurator. This component accepts requests of channel recon�gu-
ration and performs the following steps: �rst, it ushes all events owing in the channel,
enforcing a quiescent state; afterwards, the state of each session is collected; then the chan-
nel is deleted, and a new channel is created with the new con�guration (the event routes
are recomputed for the new con�guration at this point); �nally, the activity on the channel
is resumed.

To support this technique, the protocols used in the recon�gurable channels must accept
and process the following events:
�MakeQuiescent is propagated in the channel in the Down direction. Before forwarding
this event downwards in the channel, a session must ensure that it will not produce more
events and that all events it was holding have been either sent or captured in a state variable
that can be transfered to the new incarnation of the entire channel. When the event reaches
the bottom of the channel, its direction is reversed. When the MakeQuiescent event reaches
a session traveling upwards, it indicates that all underlying sessions are in a quiescent state.
Therefore, when the MakeQuiescent event reaches the top of the channel, the entire channel
is in a quiescent state.
�GetState is propagated in the channel in the Down direction. When the event is received,
each session adds a state object to the event, which includes all the required state information
to be transfered to the next incarnation of the channel.
� SetState is propagated in the channel in the Up direction. Each session reads the
corresponding state object and initializes its state variables accordingly.
� Resume is propagated in the channel in the Down direction. It starts the activity in the
channel.

The sequence of events is illustrated in Figure 2. The reader should notice that this
technique to recon�gure a channel can be applied with di�erent coordination strategies. In
the remaining of this paper we call this technique Channel Quiescence.

5.3 Bu�ering Layer

The purpose of the bu�ering layer is to hide the recon�guration from the application. In
particular, it hides the fact that the communication has to be temporarily interrupted to
recon�gure the channel. This is achieved by having the bu�ering layer to store all messages
produced while the channel is being recon�gured (i.e., between the MakeQuiescent event
and the Resume event). The bu�ering layer is implemented by a session that shares two
channels: an interface channel, that is used by the application and never is recon�gured (or
stopped), and a protocol channel, that can be recon�gured. On steady state, the bu�ering
layer only forwards events from the interface channel to the protocol channel and vice-versa.
This is illustrated in Figure 3. We have implemented a generic bu�ering layer that can be
used whenever recon�guration needs to be hidden from the application (note that it is also
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possible to implement the application as an Appia layer, in which case the application may
be prepared to receive and process the MakeQuiescent and the Resume events).

control channel

to the adaptation manager

protocol channel

to the context monitor
to the other participants

(N−1)th−Protocol layer

Nth−Protocol layer

interface channel

Application layer

Generic sensor layer

Reconfiguration agent layer

context channel

Buffering layer

Figura 3: Recon�gurable channel

5.4 Protocol Programming Model

Ideally, it would be useful to build adaptive communication systems out of legacy protocol
stacks that were designed without having recon�guration needs in mind. From our experi-
ence, this is very hard to achieve for non-trivial protocol compositions. Our recon�guration
schemes require the protocol implementation to support the following functionalities:
� Provide the context information that might be relevant to express adaptation policies.
This is achieved by accepting GetValueRequest events and generating GetValueReply and
TrapIndication events, in order to implement sensor functionality. In fact, this functionality
should be provided even if dynamic adaptation is not required, as these are basic services
of any manageable object (from a systems' management perspective).
� Accept events that allow the relevant con�guration parameters to be changed in runtime,
for instance, by allowing timeout values to be adjusted dynamically. This can be implemen-
ted by accepting SetValueRequest events, something that is also part of standard system
management interfaces but that was seldom used by Appia programmers.
� Have the ability to achieve a quiescent state when requested. This is required for several
implemented recon�guration strategies. Interestingly, group communication protocols also
require a quiescent state in order to make a membership view change. Therefore, many
protocols designed for Appia were already prepared to reach a quiescent state on demand.
Unfortunately, all remaining protocols lacked support for this feature.
� Have the ability to store and load the protocol state across di�erent \incarnations" of
a protocol session, when a channel is recon�gured. Since this was not a requirement in
the original Appia framework, existing protocols have no support to allow their state to be
captured and loaded.

5.5 Discussion

The set of changes described in the previous sections result from the generic support of
adaptation in Appia, but can also be applied to other frameworks. The performed changes
reect Appia's strengths and weaknesses.

On one hand, it allowed to build a basic recon�gurable version without any change to
the kernel. This was possible thanks to two important features of Appia: the ability to have
sessions that share multiple channels, and the ability to add new events to the framework
(in some frameworks, such as [16], the set of events is �xed a priori).
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On the other hand, we have also seen that, in order to speed up the event ow in protocol
stacks, some of the optimizations in Appia (such as the preprocessing of event routes) require
a channel to reach a quiescent state before recon�guration is possible.

The set of changes described above allowed us to realize the three strategy elements of
Morpheus, previously presented in Table 1.

Zero Quiescence This strategy can be implemented with a simple single step orchestra-
tion:

1. When the agent receives the step-one message from the adaptation manager, it
performs the recon�guration actions listed in the message. Then, the agent replies
back with the done-one message.

This strategy can only be applied in recon�guration actions that involve changing
con�guration parameters of protocols, when these parameters can be changed on-the-
y. As discussed before, with the channel recon�guration technique presented in this
section, any recon�guration that changes the set of protocols that constitute a channel
requires to place the channel in a quiescent state.

Local Quiescence This strategy can be used only when the change to the set of protocols
that constitute a channel does not imply a change in the structure of the messages
that transverse the stack (next section discusses this in more detail). For instance, it
can be used to add or remove layers that log events for future analysis. When this
strategy is taken, the local recon�guration agent executes the following steps:

1. When the agent receives the step-one message from the adaptation manager, it
inserts a MakeQuiescent event in the target channel. When this event is received back
by the agent it collects the channel state with the GetState event. When the channel
state has been captured, the agent deletes the channel. Then, the agent replies back
with the done-one message.

2. It creates a new channel with the new con�guration. Then, inserts the SetState
event in the channel to load the state captured from the previous con�guration into
the new con�guration. Later, it replies with a complete message and resumes com-
munication by inserting the Resume event in the new channel.

It is important to note that, when using only the basic R-Appia features, the channel
state is always captured due to the channel recon�guration technique used. In the
next section, it is shown how this problem is overcome by changing Appia kernel.

Global Quiescence In this case the local recon�guration agent starts by executing the
step 1. previously described, and, afterwards, executes the following steps:

2. When the agent receives a step-two command, it creates a new channel with the
new con�guration. Afterwards, it inserts the SetState event in the channel to load the
state captured from the previous con�guration into the new con�guration. Then, it
replies with a complete message.

3. Finally, when the agent receives a resume command it inserts the Resume event
in the new channel.

6 Advanced R-Appia Features

We now describe a set of changes that were performed in Appia's kernel to weaken the
applicability constraints of the Zero Quiescence strategy and obtain more e�cient imple-
mentations of the other two strategies. This allows to improve the e�ciency of the recon�-
guration process as it is possible to apply the more lightweight strategy in a larger number
of situations and use more e�cient strategies in the remaining cases.
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6.1 Pool of Headers

In the Appia system, when a node needs to send data to another node, it has to build an
object of the Message class. A message operates like a stack: when a message transverses
downward a protocol stack, each layer may push a protocol header to the message. This
header must be popped by the corresponding entity on the remote node, when the messages
transverse the protocol stack upwards. Appia's message interface is heavily inspired in early
protocol frameworks such as x-kernel [8] and adopted in other systems [17, 16].

The modeling of a message as a stack of headers implies a strong coordination among
participants during recon�guration, since implicitly the con�guration on the sending side
must be the same as the con�guration at the receiving side for any message exchanged. This
is unfortunate, as there are multiple examples of recon�gurations that may be performed
without strong coordination.

Consider the example of a Stats layer that is used for performance analysis. The stack
includes a layer that timestamps every message with control information (such as time of
transmission) that is later analyzed at the recipient size. The Stats provides no functionality
for the application. Its purpose is to gather statistics about protocol performance. Therefore,
it should be possible to remove this layer with minimal coordination, such that the addition
or removal actions would cause a minimal impact on the ongoing application message ow.
However, if headers are pushed and popped from the message, this is impossible. Consider
a layer A above Stats. If the Stats layer is removed �rst from the sending side, when the
recipient tries to pop the corresponding header, it will get the header from layer A. If the
layer is removed �rst from the recipient side, when the layer A tries to pop its header it will
get the Stats header instead.

To solve these problems, we decided to change radically the way the information is car-
ried in an Appia message. In R-Appia a Message is composed of a pool of headers. Each
header in the pool is identi�ed by a textual label. The methods available to handle headers
are \addHeader(label,header)", \getHeader(label)", \removeHeader(label)", and \hasHea-
der(label)". The method \addHeader(label,header)" adds an header associated with the
given label; \getHeader(label)" reads the contents of the header associated with the given
label; \removeHeader(label)" removes from the pool the header associated with the given
label, and \hasHeader(label)" checks if the message contains the header with the given
label. The management of the label namespace is orthogonal to the R-Appia operation.
However, R-Appia requires each layer to declare the labels of the headers it produces and
requires, which mimics the Appia conventions to received and produced events. Therefore,
the runtime can detect clashes in the header label namespace.

The pool of headers approach solves the problems we have described above because
headers no longer need to be pushed/popped in an order that is con�guration dependent.
In the example above, if the Stats is only removed from the recipient side, layer A can still
read its own header; on the other hand if the Stats is only removed from the sender side, the
corresponding Stats session on the recipient side can use the method hasHeader to check
that the header is missing and skip the processing of the message.

6.2 Dynamic Update of Event Routes

As discussed in Section 5.2, Appia only supports the static composition of protocols as it
pre-computes routes for all events that ow in a communication channel. This feature forces
to place a channel in a quiescent state every time we need to change the set of sessions,
which is an overkill for some kinds of recon�gurations. For instance, using again the logging
layer as an example, it should not be necessary to stop the tra�c to add or remove this layer,
given that it has no interaction with the remaining protocols and no e�ect on the quality
of service of the data stream. Therefore, we have decided to change the Appia kernel to
support the dynamic composition of protocols. In order to explain the change, we shall
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beforehand briey describe the operation of the Appia kernel.
The core of Appia consists of a single threaded event scheduler. The scheduler maintains,

for each channel, a list of events that have been generated by the di�erent sessions in the
protocol stack. Each event e in the scheduler stores information about the stack of sessions
that handle the event (stke) and also the next session to be visited on this stack (nxte).
This information is called the event route. Note that the event route of each speci�c event
is a subset of all sessions in the protocol stack (given that some sessions are not interested
in processing some events).

When a channel is recon�gured without being set to a quiescent state, all the event
routes stored in the event scheduler have to be updated. To do so, it is necessary to change
the route of every event e according to the recon�guration performed in the stack. If a new
session accepting e is added to the protocol stack, that session is added to stke; similarly, if a
session accepting e is removed from the protocol stack, the session is also removed from stke.
Additionaly, nxte needs to be changed accordingly, taking into account the next session to
visit before recon�guration and the relative position of the added/removed session in the
stack. The routes of all events in the scheduler are updated atomically.

6.3 Strategies Revisited

As mentioned before, the modi�cation to the Appia kernel was driven by the goal of being
able to broad the applicability of Zero Quiescence strategy and obtain more e�cient im-
plementations of the other two strategies.

On one hand, while with the basic R-Appia mechanisms Zero Quiescence could only be
applied to change protocol parameters, now it can also be used to perform any recon�gura-
tion that changes the channel QoS, and does not require quiescence nor coordination. For
instance, to add or remove the Stats protocol referred in the example of Section 6.1, one
can now use the Zero Quiescence strategy.

On the other hand, because the new Appia kernel supports channel's QoS recon�guration
on-the-y, without creating a new incarnation of the channel, the implementation of Local
Quiescence and Global Quiescence does not involve any more the capture and transfer of
the whole state of the channel. For instance, to perform any kind of recon�guration that
consists in replacing one protocol set by another set of compatible protocols, only protocols
belonging to the set are relevant for state transfer. In fact, it is only necessary to capture
the state of the control variables that need to be transfered from the old session to the new
session to allow the new protocol to resume execution from the point where the previous
protocol was. This information is produced by the adaptation manager and sent to the local
recon�guration agent through the step-one message. Consider, for example, the exchange
between two di�erent public-key encryption protocols for digital signatures. Each protocol
stores di�erent public keys, besides the node's private key. During execution, public keys
from di�erent nodes are distributed. Thus, switching between protocols requires that the
known public keys are inherited by the new protocol, as well as the private key.

7 Related Work

Among the protocol composition frameworks referred in Section 1, only Cactus [6] and
Ensemble [16] o�er dynamic recon�guration. In Cactus such support is made available
through the dynamic loading of micro-protocols, allowing to change the provided service
during runtime. However, the framework lacks basic context handling support, as well as
di�erentiated recon�guration strategies.

Ensemble framework o�ers dynamic recon�guration support by means of a switching
protocol, that forces protocols in the old stack to a quiescent state, and distribute and
start the new stack. However, the approach relies in changing all stacks with a speci�c
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identi�cation to a new con�guration, which is the same on every node. Moreover, automated
adaptation decision process, context capture and monitoring, and support for uncoordinated
recon�guration (such as header pools) are not addressed.

Dynamic recon�guration of component-based software systems [2, 10, 7] raises many
issues similar to those of protocol composition frameworks. Adding, and removing both
components, and links during runtime also requires to address concerns such as consistency,
automation of the adaptation process, and state transfer. However, techniques developed to
build adaptive systems in component-based platforms are not easily transposable to protocol
composition frameworks, given the speci�city of these frameworks.

8 Conclusions

Building adaptive communications systems is a task that can be strongly simpli�ed if appro-
priate support is provided by an underlying protocol composition framework. In this paper
we have reported our experience in building adaptive communication sub-systems. We have
identi�ed a set of relevant features, typically not provided by existing frameworks, that are
necessary to implement a comprehensive set of recon�guration strategies. Based on these
observations, and using Appia as the runtime support framework, we describe the re-design
of the framework, in order to build a modi�ed and augmented version that we have called
R-Appia. The new framework supports the implementation of a wider range of recon�gu-
ration strategies, leading to the deployment of more exible and e�cient communication
sub-systems. We are currently using the R-Appia system to build adaptive collaborative
applications in the context of the MICAS project.
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